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Special Issue on Challenges for Multimedia Content Security in Social Networks

The special issue attempts to bring together researchers, multimedia-oriented digital contents industry engineers and managers resorting to the state-of-the-art technologies and ideas to address the multimedia contents security issues and related versatile applications in the emerging social networks.

Potential topics include, but are not limited to:

- Preventative cryptographic methods for multimedia social networks and content security
- Reactive watermarking and forensics approaches to multimedia contents for social networks
- Multimedia usage control and formalized modeling
- Social media distribution security architecture, model, networking
- Mobile social network admission and security protocols
- Digital rights management and privacy protection for multimedia social network
- Trust management, security risk assessment and management for social networks
- Toward multimedia social network application cases and empirical studies
Submission Instructions

Before submission authors should carefully read over the Instructions for Authors, which are located at jis.eurasipjournals.com/authors/instructions. Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript through the SpringerOpen submission system at jis.eurasipjournals.com/manuscript according to the submission schedule. They should choose the correct Special Issue in the “sections” box upon submitting. In addition, they should specify the manuscript as a submission to the “Special Issue on Challenges for Multimedia Content Security in Social Networks” in the cover letter. All submissions will undergo initial screening by the guest editors for fit to the theme of the special issue and prospects for successfully negotiating the review process.
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